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Redshift (250 pts)
Name: Lt. Elias Brock, City Police Department AKA 
“Redshift”
Nationality: American
Political Affiliation: (As Brock) Republican; (as Redshift) 
Communist
Education: Bachelor’s degree in criminology
Occupation: Police officer
Criminal Record: None
DOB: May 3, 1931
Known Parahuman Abilities: Redshift can telekinetically 
manipulate and transform anything “built by the hand of 
man.” That is, anything which has been constructed by other 
human beings. His power does not affect raw, unworked 
materials. He can cause a stretch of asphalt to soften and 
flow like cold pitch, or open a hole in a street or the floor of 
a building, but he cannot force a boulder to split or a tree to 
attack an enemy.
History: The man who would become Redshift was born to 
urban intellectual socialists in a modestly upscale home in 
New York City. He was Arnie Golden, whose parents who 
ran in pro-Soviet circles from the Depression onward. 
 Arnie was an idealistic malcontent in 1950, interested in 
machines but frustrated with college, when he was draft-
ed for service in Korea. His unit was ambushed and Arnie 
crawled in panic. Then he felt his hand descend on a metal-
lic button. In his mind’s eye he saw the shape of the mine 
beneath his hand, every curve of its simple machine—and 
refused to accept it. The mine, the war, reality itself. 
 The mine failed to detonate. And he felt the world 
change, splinter, shatter around him. Arnie survived in a 
catatonic stupor. His parents came to the hospital, and they 
begged him to speak. Arnie never stirred. 
 Then, one night in 1956, he understood the course his life 
must take. Arnie dissolved the door to his room into saw-
dust. He sealed orderlies in barely-ventilated traps of plaster 
and cement. He reduced the hospital files to pulp. He erased 
every record of his life. Arnie Golden was just a memory. In 
his place was Redshift, Champion of the People and secret 
emissary of the international Soviet. So secret, in fact, that 
he’s never actually met a real emissary of the U.S.S.R.
 Redshift needed access to circles that an avowed commu-
nist could never enter, so he created a new identity for himself: 
Elias Brock, city police officer. But at night he wears the mask 
of Redshift, the charismatic revolutionary who humiliates 

the oppressors of the people of Red Shore.
 Soon he forgot that either face was false. As Redshift he has 
no memory of his life as Elias Brock. As Brock he knows Red-
shift only as a Commie vigilante stirring up trouble. In neither 
persona does he consciously notice those missing hours. 
 He has spent nearly 20 years on the police force, most of 
it in Red Shore, and 20 years as the Soviet hero. Somehow 
neither life has crossed the other . . . yet.
Dependents: None.
Appearance: Tall, broad-shouldered, Caucasian, with stony 
blue eyes and short brown hair. As Redshift he wears all 
black, a greatcoat over a black shirt emblazoned with a bril-
liant crimson star, with bright red eyes gleaming from a dark 
mask.

Archetype (5 pts)
Mutant

Stats (99 pts)
Body 3d Coordination 3d Sense 2d
Mind 3d Charm 3d Command 4d
Base Will 10
Loyalty (as Lt. Brock): The Precinct (5).
Passion (as Lt. Brock): Advancement (3), Women (2).
Loyalty (as Redshift): The People (5).
Passion (as Redshift): Communism (5).

Skills (98 pts)
Athletics 3d (6d), Brawling 3d (6d), Dodge 2d (5d), Driving: 
Car 2d (5d), Empathy 2d (5d), First Aid 2d (5d), Knowl-
edge: Criminology 2d (5d), Knowledge: Forgery 2d (5d), 
Leadership 2d (6d), Lie 5d (8d), Melee Weapon: Nightstick 
3d (6d), Parachuting 2d (5d), Perception 2d (4d), Persuasion 
4d (7d), Ranged Weapon: Pistol 3d (6d), Scrutiny 3d (5d), 
Stability 2d (6d), Stealth 2d (5d), Streetwise 3d (6d).

Superpowers (48 pts)
Control Man-Made Things 8d+1WD (36 pts)
As in Wild Talents, but each power quality has If/Then: Not 
when in “Lt. Brock” identity (-1).

Light Armor 2HD (12 pts)
As in Wild Talents, but with Hardened Defense (+2), If/
Then: Must be wearing clothes (-1) and If/Then: Not when 
in “Lt. Brock” identity (-1). Thanks to his instinctive power 
Redshift’s costume has Hardened LAR 2.
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